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in such metres, in the hands of competent poets, the rupa or matra
sandhi is also maintained.
Mahakavyas in ApabhranSa are generally made up of sandhis,
each of which is a collection of kaclavakas. A kadavaka is in
paddhadika or a similar metre and has two lines of dhatta metre at,
the end. Vide Hemcandra Chandonu'sctsana VI. Pajjadia found in
Bhavisayattakaha, and Duha, Cupai, Savaiya Harigita, Zulana,
and Chhapa which are found in Old Gujarati, belong to this class.
Gltagovinda has one prabandha in de6l (Canto v). Old Gujarati
rasas and akhyanas are made up kadaviins, garabls and padas in
defii frequently interspered with other kinds of metres. Among
the popular de£i metres in Gujaratt are Parbhatians, Pada, Glta,
Garabo, Garabi, Masa, Arati, etc.
Padas are songs or short poems in de6u Garabl generally means
any composition which can be sung to the accompaniment of a
garabo, the dance. The use of the word is popular and accurate.
Songs or padas of this nature from the akhyanas have been called
garabls ; and the gagaria bhata is known as garabl bhata on account
of his singing such garabls. A lengthy and descriptive garabl is called
a garabo e.g. 33
De6l metres could be sung to melodies fort) which are also
known as defi. According to the San$ta ratnak&ra of 6aragadeva
(13th century), de6i is the music, singing and dancing which is pleas-
ing to the tastes of people in different countries. The different varie-
ties of the melodies are named, each from the country in which it
originated, e.g. Maru from Maravada, Godi from Gaucla, VaradI from
Berar, Gujjarl from Gujarata, Soratha from Saurash(ra.
Modern experiments in acquiring beauty and freedom for poetry
are made on the following lines :
I	Classical metres are preferred to de£i metres,
II	(1)   Composite   metres   are   also   formed  of lines taken
from different metres, e. g., Upajati-vasantatilaka (2-2) or 6almi-
mandakranta (3-1).
(2) A line of the classical metre is broken up at the caesura, and
each fragment is treated as a line. The stanza contains even one
or more full lines ; it also runs, into more than four lines, e. g.,
Khancja-sikharini, Kha^cja-^wigita, Very charming metres have, been
thus produced,

